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THE CRITICAL LANDASCAPE

THE CRITICAL LANDSCAPE
Landscapes are the historical
reflections of cultural and
ecological changes through
land, vegetation, water, natural
and constructed environment.
This studio elaborates Gölyazı as
a “Critical Landscape” and seeks
for urgent landscape design
solutions for critical change in
the natural and constructed
environment. The studio will be
rooted on the environmental
criticisms relevant to global
agenda.
Landscape Design I studio
focuses on experimental design
of small urban voids with diverse
activities for the use of the
inhabitants; innovative design
approaches; design strategies
in order to posses varying scale
problems, technics and methods
for representing landscape. The
objective of this course is to gain
insight to the concept of scale in
the context of landscape design
by experiencing different design
methods, whille improvng the
ability of conceptual approach to
the design problems in different
context and scale. The studio
encouradge students to produce
ideas on place and settlement
concepts;
innovative
and
experimental design studies, and
gain ability in
designing small scale urban
spaces with different themes in
urban context.
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MODULE 1
Landscape Visualization (Discovering and Expressing
Landscape)
In the context of the first module students will be dealing with the
complexities of the site to develop design idea based on local
context of Gölyazı, Bursa. The peninsular geomorphology of
the site creates a distinctive landscape setting in which culture
and nature merged into one entity. The first module basically
focuses on analyzing, understanding and representing the
landscape as a multilayered formation by using different tools.
Here the landscape idea, how to represent the tangible and
intangible components of landscape, forces that shape the
landscape and socio-cultural aspects of the landscape will be
investigated and going to be used as the main motivation of
the studio.
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MODULE 2
The second module of the studio includes development
of design idea with respect to preliminary investigation of
the site. With this perspective the main goal of the second
module is to develop small scale design interventions
which is going to be attached to the existing spatial setting
of the Gölyazı. The geographical context, the topography,
nature and cultural setting of the site will be questioned to
develop site specific designs. The design proposals will be
developed for the sites which will be chosen by students
in the light of their individual assessments. The potentials
of the land, topographical advantages, vista points, natural
setting, usage behavior, existing spatial layout, historic
and cultural characteristics will be leading parameters
for site selections. The decisions on landscape design,
the location, spatiality, materiality, structural composition
and its relation to topography will be precisely defined by
student.
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LOTUSSTRUCURE
İrem Nur Yener
This project mainly focuses on a route design which connects the landmark in Gölyazı Peninsula. An other design topic
was the urban furniture design which was inspired from the leaf structure of Nymphaea (Lotus) plants. The Ulubat Lake is
also famous for Lotus flowers. Therefore biomimcry concept and Lotus flower structured the main context of this project.
The leaf of this plant is widely found in Lake Uluabat, was caused only by the less and thick veining in the network system.
A sheath to cover the structure of the furniture by using the water-repellent texture of Nymphaea is developed. Then
some small designs to evaluate the Landmarks on the route are designed.
In addition, the tidal water rises during the year was calculated and the route elevation was designed based on this water
level change. Secondly, the gardens of the mosque was also designed as an open public space and used as a station in
the route system.
Finally, the playground in Gölyazı is designed with a more compatible with the environment and attractivr for children’s
attention. As a result, an anthropogenic route in Gölyazı which is both related to its environment and where needs can be
met and has a high guiding effect is designed.
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LOTUSSTRUCURE
İrem Nur Yener
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REMEDIATION I RECREATION
Elif Rana Değirmenci
Re-mediation&creation project
is a proposal for Gölyazı district
in Bursa in order to remediate
the Uluabat Lake where Gölyazı
is placed on, and protect the
lake’s natural flora and fauna
with the help of remediating
plants -this process is known as
Phytoremediaiton- since Uluabat
Lake knows for being one of the
richest wetlands of Turkey.
Due to the illegal activities and
infrastructure problems the
lake is getting polluted and
this effects the fauna and flora
of the site, especially birds.
Phytoremediation not only will
clean the lake but will provide the
long term existence of birds. To
support this, a bird observation
parkour is considered for
scientific purposes as well as
recreational activities.
Also creating recreational areas
on the site’s potential areas
such as the large meadow area
will revive the site. This project
combines the two approaches
and provides cleaning the site
while offering areas for people to
spend time.
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REMEDIATION I RECREATION
Elif Rana Değirmenci

Gölyazı is one of the oldest settlements in
the vicinity of Uluabat Lake, located in the
boundaries of Nilüfer District, west of the
city of Bursa. The settlement is located
ona peninsula and island, extending to the
northeastern region of Uluabat Lake. It has
a preserved multi-layered historic urban
tissue and local environment integrated
with natural relationships, characteristics
and coastal culture.
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Re-mediation&creation

project

is

a

proposal for Gölyazı district in Bursa,
Turkey.
Besides

its

characteristics,

natural

and

Gölyazı

historcial

district

has

several problems which may effect the
site in the future. One of the problems is
infrastructure issues. Domestic wastes
releasing from the settlements and
industrial area flow to the Uluabat Lake
without proper filtration which causes
the lake to get polluted.
The second problem is illegal fishing
and cutting down trees. Illegal fishing
causes a decrease in the fauna diversity
of the lake which not only effects fish
communities but also birds in terms of
nutrition. Cutting down trees, especially
willow

trees,

effects

the

filtration

process of the water coming from the
settlement area and also decreases the
number of habitats for different species
living there.
Another problem is tourism oriented
economy. In order to get advantage
from Gölyazı’s natural and historical
characteristics, sightseeing activities
happen in an uncontrolled way even if
the site is closed to vehicular traffic at
the weekends.
People that come to visit the site
damages the area in several ways such
as throwing garbage on the floor, fishing
and hunting illegally and so many
others.
Also local people are not aware of the
natural and historical features of the
area, they provide trips with boat on the
lake frequently which may effect the
existence of Nympheae plants, they
also do not give attention to the ruins
which are from ancient times and do
not protect them. In addition to this, the
site is lacking green areas and area for
recreation.
There are several recreational activities
that are being hold during the year but
they are not enough and small scale
activities. Green areas are limited.
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REMEDIATION I RECREATION
Elif Rana Değirmenci
The aim of the Re-mediation&creation
project is to focus on the water pollution
occured in Uluabat Lake and remediate
this

problem

by

phytoremediation

technique and prevent the upcoming
problems that might occur within time
such as thinning of natural flora and
fauna.
Additionally, another aim of the project
is to create recreational areas for people
to enjoy; green areas for both people
and animals.
A bird observation parkour and green
terraces will provide these needs. The
bird observation parkour will satisfy
scientific and recreational purposes.
People can enjoy having a walk on
the parkour with the amazing view of
Gölyazı and also do researches about
birds on the parkour which offers special
decks for researches.
Green Terraces which are shaped from
the topography will provide areas for
people to spend time and also provides
habitat for different species. Terraces
also meet the corridor of remediating
plants and takes advantage of the view,
shade and habitats they serve.
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COLORS OF APOLYONT
Z BERFU YILMAZ
The aim of the project is to develop a landscape project in Gölyazı within the
framework of anthropocene age, topography, identity, critical regionalism,
change, time and spatial composition, which are the key words of the project.
The purpose of the Colors of Apolyont project is to create a recreation area
for visitors and village people by highlighting Gölyazı’s historical identity from
the Roman period 2500 years ago. For this purpose, a seasonally changing
cycle is provided around the village’s coastline around the remains of three
ancient city walls connected to each other by both the coastal and main
roads. On the other hand, pedestrian and bicycle paths and piers used for
fishermen were renewed in the neglected, damaged coastline and areas
were created to spend time.
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COLORS OF APOLYONT
Z BERFU YILMAZ
With its natural and cultural landscape
characteristics, Gölyazı is a potential
area to meet the recreational needs
of the people living in the surrounding
provinces, but today, due to the
influence of the Anthropocene era, this
historical and cultural structure has lost
its importance, has become damaged
and not attracted enough attention. The
main objective of the Colors of Apolyont
project is to turn Gölyazı’s rich historical
structure and touristic high coastline into a
recreation area, to direct people to these
historical sites and to revive the historical
identity and create a spatial composition.
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To ensure this recreation, a seasonal,
remarkable color cycle was created by
planting an ancient aqueduct along the
coastline and two ancient walls in a total
of three main areas. Plants were selected
in the same seasons, in the same colors
and suitable for the warm and temperate
climate of Gölyazı and the slope of the
project area. In autumn to provide yellow
and orange color; Acer campestre, Acer
palmatum, Acer rubrum, To ensure red
color in winter; Cornus alba ‘Sibirica’ L.,
Japenese spirea, to provide pink and
purple color in spring; Wisteria sinensis,
Tamarix parviflora, In the areas of water
level rising up to 8 meters in winter; Typha
angustifolia, Juncus atucus were planted.
Apart from the coastal road that connects
the three main areas that the project deals
with, the main road passing through the
village is connected using the plants
used in these three areas to direct people
between the areas. At the same time,
the pedestrian and bicycle path made
of wood, surrounded by the neglected
coastal road, and the axle providing
connection with the lake have been
turned into a stone paved road. In order
to maintain fishing which is an important
livelihood in the village, wooden piers
have become more usable. The staircase
attached to the fortification wall and the
seating areas around it have created areas
where people can spend more time.
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MELISA ALBAYRAK
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Parallel juries and individual
project critiques - Midterm

Parallel juries and individual
project critiques - Finals
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BIENNIAL IKSV visit - 7th Continent-

As the main studio focuses on Anthropocenic effects on landscapes, the students
have visited the 16th İstabul Biennial “7th continent - Anthropocene”.
The exhibiton and the activities inspired students for imaginative thinking and idea
representation techniques.
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COMMON MODULE
Connecting Placelessness and Identity |
Reading the Gates of Historical Peninsula
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semınars
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